IT’S TIME TO GO BELOW
(Bern)

Bern is a place filled with unknown dangers

I have recently arrived in Bern after a long journey
underground. I have travelled here all the way from
London’s Thames Gateway where I have built an
underground community and adopted a simple and
sustainable way of life.
I have been sickened by the dangers and unknowns
that I have discovered since surfacing in Bern.
There are fountains and rivers that could at any time
overflow (e.g. the river Aare), there are animals that are
dangerous and cannot be trusted (e.g. bears) and there
are plants that I haven’t planted myself.
We need to start working on a plan that will allow us to
wind back the clock to a simpler, safer, happier time. A
time when people were nice, when everything was OK.
In order to get back there, I have devised a detailed
plan for building a new, safe, underground community
here in Bern that will begin in a field near the Paul
Klee Centre. I will show you how to create safe
underground shelters utilising waste materials that are
available to everyone.

We need to wind back the clock

Moving underground is our only hope in these times of
exception and uncertainty.
Once we have all moved down there then it will be
time to think about repurposing the surface. This will
initially involve removing all dangers such as fountains,
houses, rivers and un-trustworthy animals. After this
we will bring the ice and snow back to the surface by
utilising snow making machines, ice machines, fridges
and anything else that we can lay our hands on. This
will refresh and rejuvenate the surface.
I have also started to design a selection of safe animals
that can be built using simple materials and then
released back on the surface. I am encouraging
everyone to get involved and make designs for their
own safe creatures (please email them to me).
Remember it’s going to take us a VERY long time to
repurpose the surface back to how it used to be so I am
asking you to all join me TODAY, leave your old life
behind, grab a spade and start digging your new future.
THE ONLY WAY IS DOWN
Man From Below, 4th August, 2008

www.manfrombelow.co.uk

5 Steps to OUR New Life:
Step 1: Build a safe underground shelter
Utilise my designs to build a cheap, safe, sustainable underground shelter away from all the global
warmup dangers on the surface. Create your own shelter designs and send them to me when you
are done.
Step 2: Appropriation
Appropriate existing structures to extend the underground community e.g. cellars, underground car
parks, the university’s underground laboratory, Katakömbli underground theatre, the bear pit and
the Grimsel test site.
Step 3: Repurpose the surface
Take the surface back to how it used to be: remove all houses (cellars can be retained) and use
them to fill up the River Aare (this will improve the safety of the river). Remove other unsightly buildings - e.g. The Paul Klee Centre and Swiss Parliament and remove ALL dangerous fountains.
Step 4: Replace Dangerous Animals
Capture all the untrustworthy animals - starting with the bears (ʻPedro and Tanaʼ) and store them
securely in the Dählhölzli zoological gardens. Convert the zoological gardens into a secure storage
facility and increase the height of the fence. Then create and design your own safe animals for future release.
Step 5: Bring the snow and ice
When I give the signal we must activate a plan of bringing the ice and snow. We will wind ourselves back to the time of the last ice age by covering Bern with ice and snow, 24 hours a day.
We will utilise all forms of ice making device including: fridges, ice boxes and snow making machines. One day when the surface is refreshed we will switch off the machines and release our
homemade animals onto the surface - all will have been re-wound to a happier, safer time.

Design for a one man underground shelter built
from an old refrigerator

Design for a new safe replacement bear for Bern
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